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anthropology, and psychoanalysis), the essays in this believe that nonliving objects have lives of their
volume reveal Surrealism's enduring influence on own as we find ourselves interacting with
contemporary thought and culture alongside its
computers and other equipment. In On the
anti-colonial political position and international
Animation of the Inorganic, Spyros Papapetros
reach. Surrealism's fascination with novel forms of examines ideas about simulated movement and
cultural production and experimental methods
inorganic life during and after the turn of the
contributed to its conceptual malleability and
twentieth century—a period of great technical
temporal durability, making it one of the most
significant avant-garde movements of the twentieth innovation whose effects continue to
century. The book traces how Surrealism's urgent reverberate today. Exploring key works of art
The Routledge Companion to Surrealism A&C
historians such as Aby Warburg, Wilhelm
political and aesthetic provocations have
Black
Worringer, and Alois Riegl, as well as
bequeathed an important legacy for recent
This book examines the salient ideas and practices
scholarly interest in thing theory, critical vitalism, architects and artists like Fernand Léger, Mies
that have shaped Surrealism as a protean
new materialism, ontology, and animal/human
van der Rohe, and Salvador Dalí, Papapetros
intellectual and cultural concept that
studies.
tracks the evolution of the problem of
fundamentally shifted our understanding of the
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into conversation with newly emerging intellectual
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traditions (ethnography, modern science,
secular societies today, we still willingly
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automobiles, and crystalline skyscrapers. These
modern artifacts, he demonstrates, vibrated
with energy, life, and desire of their own and
had profound effects on people. Subtle and
insightful, this book will change how we view
modernist art, architecture, and their histories.
Surrealism, Cinema, and the Search
for a New Myth Cambridge
University Press
The historical avant-gardes
defined themselves largely in
terms of their relationship to
various versions of realism. At
first glance modernism primarily
seems to take a counter-position
against realism, yet a closer
investigation reveals that these
relations are more complex. This
book is dedicated to the links
between realism, modernism and the
avant-garde in their international
context from the late 19th century
up to the present day.

Pop Modernism University of Chicago
Press
Art and worship to 1500. Beauty and
holiness as terms of art -- The
paradoxical beauty of the cross -Beauty and proportion in the
sanctuary -- The beauty of light -The beauty of holiness alfresco --

Beauty on the altar -- Art and the Bible What follows is a piece of literary
after 1500. Beauty, power, and
criticism that is fully contextualised,
doctrine -- Beauty and the eye of the historically sensitive, and textually
beholder -- Romantic religion and the driven, and which sets out in rich and
sublime -- Art after belief -- Art
readable detail this most intriguing and
against belief -- Return of the
disturbing literature.
transcendentals
Einstein for the 21st Century
Lorca, Buñuel, Dalí Houghton Mifflin Bloomsbury Publishing
Harcourt
The Collected Writings of Salvador Dalí is
The Language of Surrealism explores the first comprehensive collection of Dalí's
the revolutionary experiments in
shorter writings to appear in English. The
language and mind undertaken by the volume includes almost all of his writings
surrealists across Europe between the published in the 1920s and 1930s, most of
which appear in this book for the first time
wars. Highly influential on the
development of art, literary modernism, in an English translation. It also offers a
and current popular culture, surrealist substantial selection of the shorter pieces
published in the 1940s and later, including
style remains challenging, striking,
excerpts from some of his book-length
resonant and thrilling – and the
publications. The texts are accompanied
techniques by which surrealist writing
by extensive commentaries and
achieves this are set out clearly in this
annotations which serve to illuminate the
book. Stockwell draws on recent work rich intellectual background and the broad
in cognitive poetics and literary
range of references brought by Dalí to his
linguistics to re-evaluate surrealism in writings.

its own historical setting. In the
process, the book questions later
critical theoretical views of language
that have distorted our ideas about
both surrealism and language itself.

The Spanish Eye Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing
Paying homage to prayer traditions from
around the world and throughout history, this
celebration of prayer covers everything from
Pentacostalist revivals to the sacred pipe to
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the Catholic rosary. Reprint.

media.

Botticelli Past and Present Oxford
University Press
We regularly touch and handle media
devices. At the same time, media devices
such as body scanners, car seat pressure
sensors, and smart phones scan and
touch us. In Horn, Henning Schmidgen
reflects on the bidirectional nature of touch
and the ways in which surfaces constitute
a site of mediation between interior and
exterior. Schmidgen uses the concept of
horn—whether manifested as a rhinoceros
horn or a musical instrument—to stand for
both natural substances and artificial
objects as a space of tactility. He enters
into creative dialogue with artists,
scientists, and philosophers, ranging from
Salvador Dalí, William Kentridge, and
Rebecca Horn to Sigmund Freud, Walter
Benjamin, and Marshall McLuhan, who
plumb the complex interplay between
tactility and technological and biological
surfaces. Whether analyzing how Dalí
conceived of images as tactile entities
during his “rhinoceros phase” or
examining the problem of tactility in
Thomas Pynchon’s The Crying of Lot 49,
Schmidgen reconfigures understandings
of the dynamic phenomena of touch in

Surrealism, Science Fiction and Comics
Springer
The recent exhibitions dedicated to Botticelli
around the world show, more than ever, the
significant and continued debate about the
artist. Botticelli Past and Present engages
with this debate. The book comprises four
thematic parts, spanning four centuries of
Botticelli’s artistic fame and reception from
the fifteenth century. Each part comprises a
number of essays and includes a short
introduction which positions them within the
wider scholarly literature on Botticelli. The
parts are organised chronologically beginning
with discussion of the artist and his working
practice in his own time, moving onto the
progressive rediscovery of his work from the
late eighteenth to the turn of the twentieth
century, through to his enduring impact on
contemporary art and design. Expertly written
by researchers and eminent art historians and
richly illustrated throughout, the broad range
of essays in this book make a valuable
contribution to Botticelli studies.
Modernism and the Avant-garde Body in
Spain and Italy Routledge
One of the most widely recognized and
controversial artists of the 20th century,
Salvador Dalí was also an avant-garde
filmmaker, collaborating with such giants as
Luis Buñuel, Walt Disney, and Alfred

Hitchcock. Influenced by the Marx Brothers,
Buster Keaton, and Stanley Kubrick, Dalí used
the cinema to bring the "dream subjects" of his
paintings to life, providing the groundwork for
revolutionary forays into television, video,
photography, and holography. From a
moviegoing experience that would incorporate
all five senses to the tale of a woman’s
hapless love affair with a wheelbarrow, Dalí’s
hallucinatory vision never fails to leave its
indelible mark, while his writings continue to be
relevant to discourses surrounding film and
surrealism.

Salvador Dalí Routledge
This book examines post-war surrealist
cinema in relation to surrealism’s change
in direction towards myth and magic
following World War II. Intermedial and
interdisciplinary, the book unites cinema
studies with art history and the study of
Western esotericism, closely engaging
with a wide range of primary sources,
including surrealist journals, art,
exhibitions, and writings. Kristoffer
Noheden looks to the Danish surrealist
artist Wilhelm Freddie’s forays into the
experimental short film, the French poet
Benjamin Péret’s contribution to the
documentary film L’Invention du monde,
the Argentinean-born filmmaker Nelly
Kaplan’s feature films, and the Czech
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animator Jan Svankmajer’s work in short students of film and art history and
and feature films. The book traces a
American studies and for all those
continuous engagement with myth and
interested in pop culture, celebrity and
magic throughout these films, uncovering a fandom.
Žižek through Hitchcock Oldacastle Books
previously unknown strain of occult
imagery in surrealist cinema. It broadens Maverick Slovenian cultural theorist,
the scope of the study of not only surrealist philosopher and psychoanalyst Slavoj Žižek
has made his name elaborating the
cinema, but of surrealism across the art
forms. Surrealism, Cinema, and the Search complexities of psychoanalytic and Marxist
theory through the exotic use of examples
for a New Myth will appeal to film scholars,
from film and popular culture. But what if we
art historians, and those interested in the
were to take Žižek’s pretensions to cinephilia
impact of occultism on modern culture,
and film criticism seriously? In this book,
film, and the arts.
adopting Žižek’s own tactic of counterintuitive
Barcelona and Modernity Routledge
observation, we shall read the corpus of
Joseph Cornell is one of the most
Alfred Hitchcock’s films (‘one of the great
significant American artists of the twentieth achievements of Western civilization’) and
Žižek’s idiosyncratic citation of them in order
century. His work is highly visible in the
to arrive at a position where we can identify
the world's most prestigious galleries,
including the Tate Modern and MOMA. His the core commitments that inform Žižek’s own
famous boxes and his collage work have work. From the practice of Hitchcock we shall
(hopefully) arrive at a theory of Žižek (just as
been admired and widely studied.
Žižek in his collection Everything You Always
However, Cornell also produced an
Wanted to Know About Lacan (But Were
extraordinary body of film work, a serious
Afraid to Ask Hitchcock) (Verso, 1992) arrives
contribution to 20th-century avant-garde
at a theory of Lacan from the practice of
cinema, and this has been much less
Hitchcock). To achieve this goal each chapter
examined. In this book, Michael Piggott
looks at a specific film by Hitchcock and
makes the case for the significance of
explores a specific key concept crucial to the
Joseph Cornell's films. This is an
elaboration and core of Žižek’s ideas.
important contribution to our knowledge of On the Animation of the Inorganic
twentieth century culture for scholars and University of Illinois Press

This study examines the theoretical
underpinnings of Robert Duncan’s poetry
and poetics. The author’s overriding
concern is Duncan’s understanding of
excess in relation to poetry and the
philosophies of Alfred North Whitehead,
William James, and John Dewey.
Documenting Spain: Artists, Exhibition
Culture, and the Modern Nation,
1929Ð1939 White Lion Publishing
Pop Modernism examines the popular
roots of modernism in the United States.
Drawing on a wide range of materials,
including experimental movies, pop songs,
photographs, and well-known poems and
paintings, Juan A. Suárez reveals that
experimental art in the early twentieth
century was centrally concerned with the
reinvention of everyday life. Suárez
demonstrates how modernist writers and
artists reworked pop images and sounds,
old-fashioned and factory-made objects,
city spaces, and the languages and styles
of queer and ethnic “others.” Along the
way, he reinterprets many of modernism’s
major figures and argues for the centrality
of relatively marginal ones, such as Vachel
Lindsay, Charles Henri Ford, Helen Levitt,
and James Agee. As Suárez shows,
what’s at stake is not just an antiquarian
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ambiguous, the monstrous, the dialectical, and
impulse to rescue forgotten past moments gaze of fine artists, what happens to the
the liquid.
and works, but a desire to establish an
fidelity of the digital images made by
archaeology of our present art, culture, and archaeologists, and what new questions do Joseph Cornell Versus Cinema Cambridge
activism.
we ask of the digital image? How can the Scholars Publishing
Going beyond merely explaining how the
Putting Modernism Together JHU Press critical approaches and practices of fine
artists inform the future practice of digital artists in these genres achieved their
Digital imaging techniques have been
peculiar effects, he presents challenging
imaging in archaeology and cultural
rapidly adopted within archaeology and
cultural heritage practice for the accurate heritage? Diffracting Digital Images will be new analyses of telling craft details which
help students and scholars come to know
of interest to students and scholars in
documentation of cultural artefacts. But
more fully this bold age of aesthetic
archaeology, cultural heritage studies,
what is a digital image, and how does it
relate to digital photography? The authors anthropology, fine art, digital humanities, extremism.
Horn, or The Counterside of Media
and media theory.
of this book take a critical look at the
University of New Mexico Press
practice and techniques of digital imaging Surrealism UCL Press
What is form in modern art? How could a work There is an increasing trend within both
from the stance of digital archaeologists,
of art achieve its organic life in a world
the study of visual culture and fashion
cultural heritage practitioners and digital
itself to restore fashion to an aesthetic role
artists. Borrowing from the feminist scholar increasingly dominated by mechanism, by
new technology? In this new book, Brandon
- one that moves beyond its commercial
Karen Barad, the authors ask what
Taylor proposes that biology and the life
success as a global industry and places
happens when we diffract the formal
sciences themselves supplied many of the
fashion within a nexus of art, the body,
techniques of archaeological digital
analogies and metaphors by which modern
and femininity. This emphasis aims to
imaging through a different set of
artists were guided. For the creative giants of
separate fashion from mere clothing, and
disciplinary concerns and practices.
the period - Picasso, Miró, Kandinsky,
illustrate its cultural power as an integral
Diffracting exposes the differences
Strzeminski, Dalí, Arp, Motherwell and
between archaeologists, heritage
Pollock, as well as less-known figures such as aspect of modern life. In this innovative
practitioners and artists, and foregrounds Taeuber, Erni and Kobro - questions of 'living' new book, Alison Bancroft re-examines
significant moments in twentieth-century
form loomed large in studio conversation, in
how their differing practices and
fashion history through the focal lens of
approaches enrich and inform each other. the press, and in the writings of the artists
psychoanalytic theory. Her discussion
How might the digital imaging techniques themselves. In a book rich in new research
and
fresh
thinking,
a
well-known
art
historian
centres on studies of fashion photography,
used by archaeologists be adopted by
proposes six modalities of organic and vital
haute couture, queer dressing, and
digital artists, and what are the potentials
life that pervade the radical experiments of
fashion/art in an attempt to shed new light
associated with this adoption? Under the
modern art: the organic, the biomorphic, the
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on these key issues. According to Bancroft, 1920s and early 1930s, her dreamlike
problems of subjectivity are played out
portraits of desert landscapes and sexually
through fashion, in the public arena, and
suggestive architecture taken in Egypt in
not just in the dark, unknowable
the mid-1930s, and her witty, yet often
unconscious mind. The question of what
disturbing, photographs of the Second
can be said, and what can only be
World War and its aftermath have been
experienced, and how these two issues
widely discussed. However, while popular
may be reconciled, become questions that interest in Miller’s colourful life and
fashion addresses on an almost daily
photographic work has been rapidly
basis. Psychoanalysis has been profoundly growing during the past forty years, her
influential in the arts, thanks to its capacity true worth as a prominent Surrealist artist
to add layers of meaning to things that,
has been somewhat overlooked. This new
without it, would remain obtuse and
collection of essays addresses this issue,
intractable. It has proved crucial to the
revalidating Lee Miller’s Surrealist
development of film studies, art theory and position, not simply as a muse, friend, and
literary criticism. What it has not yet been collaborator with the Surrealists, but as one
brought into dialogue with in great depth is of the twentieth century’s most important
fashion. By interpreting fashion within a
and influential female Surrealist artists.
psychoanalytic frame, Bancroft illustrates
how fashion articulates some of the
essential, and sometimes frightening,
truths about the body, femininity and the
self.
The Screen in Surrealist Art and Thought
Taylor & Francis
American-born artist Lee Miller
(1907-1977) has been increasingly
championed by scholars and curators for
her Surrealism-inspired photographs. Her
captivating images of Paris in the late
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